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We build AI/ML models for the insurance industry to enable 

our clients to make better, faster, more data driven and more 

profitable decisions.
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● Big Volume
(Simple SQL analytics,
Complex non-SQL)

● Big Velocity
(Drink from a fire hose)

● Big Variety
(Large # of diverse data
sources for integration)

What is Big Data (BD) (from Michael Stonebraker @ MIT)
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What is Business Intelligence (BI)

BI is the practice of understanding 

what truly happened in the past to 

enable data driven informed 

decision-making.
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What is Predictive Analytics (PA)

Predictive analytics is the practice
of extracting information from
existing data sets in order to
determine patterns and predict future
outcomes and trends. Predictive
analytics does not tell you what will
happen in the future.

- Webopedia
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A type of artificial intelligence 
(AI) that provides computers 
with the ability to learn without 
being explicitly programmed.

Arthur Lee Samuel

What is Machine Learning (ML)
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“BIG DATA” in the Insurance Industry
Insurers use big data in a number of ways. Insurers can use it to:

• More accurately underwrite, price risk and incentivize risk reduction.   
Ex: Telematics allows insurers to collect real-time driver behavior data 
and combine it with premium and loss data to provide premium 
discounts.

• Create operating efficiencies by streamlining the application process. 
An example of this is a pre-filled applications.

• Facilitate better claims processing by applying machine learning to 
outcomes.

• Reduce fraud through better identification techniques. For example, 
text analytics can identify potential "red flag" trends across adjusters' 
reports.

• Improve solvency through the ability to more accurately assess risk.
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How AI & Big Data are transforming 
insurance decisions & processes

• Traditionally, insurance has had a reputation for being traditional, risk-
averse and perhaps slower than other sectors to react to and adopt
technical innovation and change.

• Every day, insurance companies deal with vast amounts of highly variable
documents and datasets, which they need to process with speed and
accuracy.

• AI and machine learning will help to revolutionize these workflows by
reading, understanding and extracting relevant information and
therefore automating tasks such as aspects of underwriting & claims
management – completing in minutes what may have previously taken
hours or even days or even weeks to do.

• As part of this, the AI also gets more intelligent and learns based on the
amount of information and data it’s exposed to -- the system keeps
improving.
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Now…a little about Gradient AI

Team

▪ Big Data, AI/ML, Predictive Analytics technology company

▪ Data Scientists, Software Engineers, Industry Experts

▪ Based in Cambridge Mass

▪ Gradient is exclusively focused on the insurance industry

▪ Customers include large national TPAs, Insurers, Pools, etc

Data Assets include

▪ More than 25 million claims processed

▪ More than 1 million policies processed

▪ Over 30 unique 3rd party data sources for specific modelling 
applications
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● Claims Management Product

○ Risk Ranking - Early Intervention & 

Glidepath

○ Case-level Reserving

○ Treatment Indicators

○ Large loss (Excess) predictions

○ Claim Settlement

○ Subrogation

● Underwriting/Pricing Product

○ Risk Ranking

○ Contribution Targeting

○ Real Time Scoring

○ Automation support for Straight 

Through Processing

And a little about what we do…
k

AI/ML Predictive Analytics Solutions
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Artificial Intelligence Technologies

Moving away from Traditional Approaches
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• Leverage more of the data being captured

Traditional Approach Big Data Approach

Analyze small 
subsets of data

Analyze all data

Analyzed
information

All available 
information

All available 
information
analyzed

Analytics can help identify “Useful” data
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● Text mining refers to the process of deriving 

relevant and usable text that can be parsed 

and codified into a word or numerical value.

● Text mining can identify co-morbid conditions 

and/situations that will have profound impact 

on the outcome of a claim.  

smoking

Pain 

unchanged

CXR

Text Mining Variables

▪ Diabetes/insulin/injections             

▪ Packs day/coughing

▪ Pain killers/anti-depression  

▪ Children/school  

▪ Pain unchanged

▪ Height/Weight

▪ Homemaker wife went to work    

▪ c/o, CXR, FB, FX

▪ CBT – Cognitive Behavior Therapy

SAMPLE KEY WORDS/PHRASES

Text sources: Adjuster notes, medical 

reports, independent medical exams, etc.
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Daily Claim Alert Dashboard
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Claim Analysis Dashboard
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Claims Product | Case-level Reserving
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How are these solutions 

used by Pools today? 
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Identify complex claims & eliminate wasted effort

Find your most expensive claims 

early, reducing severity while 

there’s still time
The models reduce wasted efforts from misidentification
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Baseline to Production Performance (Claims at day 90)

Baseline (pre go-live) Production (2014-2016) Production (2016-2018)

50% catch rate 65% catch rate 75% catch rate
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Strategically reallocate med-only resources

Improve your catch rate from 25% to 

60% and maintain the same false-

positive count using the model
Our models identify med-only claims accurately while sustaining 

precision
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Baseline (pre go-live) Production (2014-2016)

Baseline to Production Performance (Med-only claims at day 30)

Production (2016-2018)

25% catch rate 35% catch rate 50% catch rate
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Behavior Change

MORE and EARLIER high cost claims caught by 
adjusters

Claim Age Baseline catch rate
Before June 2017

Production catch rate
June 2017 - Today

Day 30 35% 50%

Day 90 45% 70%

Day 180 45% 75%

Day 365 30% 85%
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Drive Strategic Reserving Procedures

Model delivers 

value across 

all ultimate 

cost groups

We’ll see convergence 

in performance of 

model and adjuster as 

claims approach close 

date, however the 

models consistently 

provide insight much 

earlier!
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● Total Paid → While client maintained steady contribution volume 

○ $35,074,200 Baseline Year

○ $32,408,600 Year One

○ $28,816,900 Year Two

Impact & Savings Summary
Client Example 

Year 1: $2,665,600 (8% savings)

Year 2: $3,591,700 (11% savings)

→ Customer averaged 10-15x payback per year
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